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 Spring Party in the Romantic Garden 
GUESS by Marciano Introduces the Spring 2012 Collection 

 
Singapore– January 6, 2012 – GUESS by Marciano takes a whimsical, fresh approach to their spring 
2012 collection. The spring line celebrates a playful energy and breezy freshness, from vibrant resort 
prints, to romantic floral pieces, to pristine classics, the brand confidently captures its modern 
femininity.  
 
The collection plunges into spring with essential pieces that are offered in a candy-colored palette. 
The line is comprised of polished blazers, vibrant trouser pants, high-gloss coated denim, and printed 
chiffon shirts and dresses with delicate lace detailing. The stylish sheer look can be seen throughout 
this delivery in the form of printed tops, hi-low blouses and flowy romantic dresses.  
 
The women’s spring delivery is dominated by bold corals which transform into peach tones as the 
season progresses. Bright whites and soft pastels are combined with pops of rainstorm blue and 
creamy neutrals. The line introduces clean nautical stripes and feminine floral prints and incorporates 
a strong use of colorblocking. Animal print is brought back to life this season in a soft grey python that 
can be worn casually, dressed up, or as a playful addition to typical work-wear. Relaxed fits, loose 
silhouettes and vintage washes emphasize the collection’s ability to transition with ease. 
 
The GUESS by Marciano Spring 2012 collection is set to hit stores in January 2012 along with an 
assortment of accessories including handbags, footwear, watches, eyewear, jewelry and belts. The 
collection can also be accessed online at www.guessbymarciano.com.  
       

~~ 
 
About GUESS by Marciano 
GUESS by Marciano, the first brand extension from GUESS, Inc., follows suit in true GUESS style with apparel 
and accessories that are on the edge of the fashion forefront. This contemporary runway-inspired collection, 
designed for the fashion forward woman, is daringly sexy, yet has highly sophisticated style that represents pure 
glamour in everyday fashion. GUESS by Marciano designs, markets and distributes full collections of women’s 
apparel as well as accessories. GUESS by Marciano boutiques are located in North America, as well as 
international metropolitan centers throughout the globe. You can also find the Marciano collection in select 
flagship GUESS store locations, specialty stores, and online at www.guessbymarciano.com. 
 
About F J Benjamin Holdings Ltd (www.fjbenjamin.com) – F J Benjamin Holdings Ltd is a leader in building 
brands and in developing retail and distribution networks for international luxury and lifestyle labels across Asia. 
Its portfolio includes Banana Republic, Celine, Gap, Givenchy, Guess, La Senza, Raoul, Sheridan and timepiece 
brands such as Bell & Ross, Chronotech, Converse, Gc Watches, Girard-Perregaux, Guess, Marc Ecko, Nautica, 
Rado and Victorinox Swiss Army. It also has an interest in St James Holdings Ltd. 
 
 
For more information and loan of merchandise, kindly contact:  
 
Norrizan Ishak 
Senior Marketing Communications Executive 
Direct - (65) 6508 7907 Mobile: 96199 603 
Email: norrizan.mohdishak@fjbenjamin.com 


